
CoorsTek: Quality in the making.

TRANS ITION TO IATF 16949:2016

Lloyd’s Register

Background
CoorsTek, a global leader in the 
supply of ceramic components  
and technical ceramics was first 
established in 1910 and is 
headquartered in Colorado in 
the United States. 

With more than 500,000 square metres 
of manufacturing space across four 
continents, and more than 6,000 
employees, providing vast capacity 
and scale, CoorsTek manufactures 
custom and standard ceramic 
components for almost every industry 
in the global marketplace.

In the UK, CoorsTek has more than  
70 employees and their quality 
management system is certified to 
IATF 16949:2016 and ISO 9001:2015. 

CoorsTek has been working with 
Lloyd’s Register for more than 20 years, 
and it fully understands the value of a 
certified Quality Management System 
(QMS). The organisation saw 
certification to the revised standards as 
a must-have to ensure customer 
confidence in their operations, and 

further strengthen their reputation. 
CoorsTek believes that certification 
would offer competitive advantage  
in helping to win new automotive 
customers who prefer to partner  
with businesses that comply with a 
robust QMS.

How we helped

Before pursuing certification to the 
revised IATF 16949:2016 standard, 
CoorsTek chose to have a gap analysis 
and public training from Lloyd’s 
Register. The findings identified by  
LR experts during the assessment 
process enabled CoorsTek to improve 
their QMS. 

“Lloyd’s Register’s auditors understood 
our business and considered our 
organisational needs during the 
assessment and certification process. 

The main challenge was the number  
of changes which we had to implement 
in a limited period of time, but the 
auditors gave us constructive 
feedback which resulted in a 
productive working relationship.”  
Mark Cameron, Plant Manager
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Karen Ross, Quality Manager said: “The 
IATF internal auditor course was well 
presented and the tutor very 
knowledgeable. Working in groups and 
the role-play activities allowed the 
attendees to put the knowledge gained 
into practice. If I did it all again, I would 
have attended a transition course 
much earlier to allow for a better 
understanding of the new standard.”

Insight & Client Comment

As a medium organisation, quality 
management was the responsibility of 
the Quality Manager. CoorsTek decided 
that top management commitment to 
the requirements of the new standard 
was crucial; hence they involved them 
at an early stage. The UK team also 
received valuable support from 
CoorsTek Corporate Global Quality 
which ensures consistent high quality 
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throughout their international 
operations. 

Karen Ross explained: “We  
benefitted both from the actual 
certification as well as the journey 
towards certification. Engaging our 
employees, top management and our 
global quality team was necessary for 
our success. By involving the people 
who manage and use the processes 
every day, you guarantee improved 
and better processes.”

Business Advantage

Karen Ross commented: “It is 
reassuring that we have already 
received positive comments from 
customers and other sources within 
the industry as we expect that our new 
QMS will reduce risk and proactively 
implement controls.”

What we do
At LR, we help businesses evolve by 
connecting them with tomorrow’s 
thinking, today.

Combining deep technical and 
domain expertise, industry 
knowledge and an empathy rooted 
in over 250 years’ experience, we 
exist to assure a better future for our 
clients, their customers and the 
world.

What we offer
Assurance

We specialise in management 
systems compliance including gap 
analysis, assessment and 
certification, all underpinned with 
expert advice designed to meet the 
needs of your industry. We explore 
every problem thoroughly with 
exact, analytical precision. We leave 
no stone unturned and no questions 
unanswered, to draw accurate 
conclusions.

Training

We provide practical client training 
courses worldwide in various 
languages, led by trained and 
qualified tutors. Many of our courses 
are endorsed by relevant 
professional bodies and based on 
our experience of assessing 
management systems. We offer both 
public and in-house training services 
including customised training 
solutions.

Engaging our employees, top management and 
our global quality team was necessary for our 
success. By involving the people who manage 
and use the processes every day, you guarantee 
improved and better processes.
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